Titanium dioxide and zinc oxide nanoparticles in sunscreens: focus on their safety and effectiveness
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Abstract: Sunscreens are used to provide protection against adverse effects of ultraviolet (UV)B (290–320 nm) and UVA (320–400 nm) radiation. According to the United States Food and Drug Administration, the protection factor against UVA should be at least one-third of the overall sun protection factor. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO) minerals are frequently employed in sunscreens as inorganic physical sun blockers. As TiO2 is more effective in UVB and ZnO in the UVA range, the combination of these particles assures a broad-band UV protection. However, to solve the cosmetic drawback of these opaque sunscreens, microsized TiO2 and ZnO have been increasingly replaced by TiO2 and ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) (<100 nm). This review focuses on significant effects on the UV attenuation of sunscreens when microsized TiO2 and ZnO particles are replaced by NPs and evaluates physicochemical aspects that affect effectiveness and safety of NP sunscreens. With the use of TiO2 and ZnO NPs, the undesired opaqueness disappears but the required balance between UVA and UVB protection can be altered. Utilization of mixtures of micro- and nanosized ZnO dispersions and nanosized TiO2 particles may improve this situation. Skin exposure to NP-containing sunscreens leads to incorporation of TiO2 and ZnO NPs in the stratum corneum, which can alter specific NP attenuation properties due to particle–particle, particle–skin, and skin–particle–light physicochemical interactions. Both sunscreen NPs induce (photo)cyto- and genotoxicity and have been sporadically observed in viable skin layers especially in case of long-term exposures and ZnO. Photocatalytic effects, the highest for anatase TiO2, cannot be completely prevented by coating of the particles, but silica-based coatings are most effective. Caution should still be exercised when new sunscreens are developed and research that includes sunscreen NP stabilization, chronic exposures, and reduction of NPs’ free-radical production should receive full attention.
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Introduction

Sunscreens are used to protect the skin against the harmful effects of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Part of this radiation, UVC (100–290 nm), is filtered off from the atmosphere mainly because wavelengths smaller than 242 nm are absorbed by stratospheric molecular oxygen to produce ozone. This stratospheric ozone can partly absorb UVB (290–320 nm) rays. But most of the remaining UVB together with UVA (UVA-2, 320–340 nm; and UVA-1, 340–400 nm) rays reach our skin and cause biological and metabolic reactions.1,2

Short-term reactions to sunlight can be largely ascribed to UVB radiation. They include cholecalciferol (vitamin D) synthesis and, at higher UVB doses, the possibility...
of developing skin redness (erythema). Long-term effects of sunlight include different degenerative skin changes. The formation of actinic keratoses and skin cancer from epidermal cells are known examples. The dermal part of the skin plays an important part in the photaging process. The loss of the skin elasticity is being ascribed especially to UV A producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) that activate different matrix metalloproteinases, which damage collagen and other dermal matrix proteins. Although many patients (and their doctors) believe that a regular use of sunscreens provides protection against the development of skin cancer, this protective effect has only been confirmed in the case of actinic keratoses and squamous cell carcinoma. The scientific evidence that sunscreens protect against the other two common types of skin cancer, basal cell carcinoma and malignant melanoma, is inconclusive.

Sunscreens should provide protection against the adverse effects of both UVB and UVA radiation. In the last decennia, only sunscreens containing both UVB and UVA filters, are being produced. Minerals like zinc oxide (ZnO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) are frequently used as inorganic physical sun blockers. They are preferred above organic compounds that solely absorb UV radiation. Advantages offered by sunscreens based on inorganic compounds comprise absence of skin irritation and sensitization, inertness of the ingredients, limited skin penetration, and a broad spectrum protection. The natural opaqueness of these microsized sunscreen components is eliminated without reducing their UV blocking efficacy by utilizing nanosized ZnO and TiO2 particles. Since the surface area to volume ratio of particles increases as the particle diameter decreases, nanoparticles (NPs), ie, nanoobjects with all three external dimensions in the nanoscale, may be more (bio)reactive than normal bulk materials. That is why the safety of cosmetic products containing NPs, in particular the sunscreens, has been frequently discussed. Sunscreens are ultimately aimed as UV protection, and the introduction of NPs in this product should not cause more trouble than sun exposure itself. Recent reports and reviews on safety aspects of NP sunscreens mainly focus on various kinds of toxicological and skin penetration studies. However, safety also concerns the physicochemical properties of sunscreen ingredients to be taken up by skin in both the absence and presence of light. A more physicochemical approach could lead to new NP formulations displaying an accurate balance between safety and effectiveness. However, investigations that address the subject of NP sunscreen safety from a physicochemical point of view are scarce.

This review focuses on the physicochemical characteristics of skin barrier, TiO2, and ZnO NPs and sunscreen formulations that influence sunscreen efficacy and safety. Special attention is paid to long-term human skin exposure to TiO2-ZnO sunscreen formulations.

**Skin barrier characteristics**

**Structure**

The skin is composed of the epidermis and dermis, and its primary protection against percutaneous penetration of chemicals is provided by the upper epidermal layer, the stratum corneum (SC), see Figure 1. The densely packed SC structure consists of dead corneocytes embedded within lipid regions. The corneocytes, mainly filled with keratin, water,
and various enzymes, are surrounded by a cell envelope. This cornified envelope reduces the partitioning of substances into corneocytes and is therefore important for the skin barrier function. It consists of densely cross-linked proteins with a chemically bound lipid monolayer. The latter serves as an interface between the hydrophilic corneocytes and the lipophilic lipid matrix. Furthermore, corneo(desmo)somes are interconnecting the corneocytes and therefore essential for the SC cohesion and integrity.

The unique intercellular SC lipid organization plays a crucial role in the skin barrier function. The intercellular lipids (ceramides, long- and short-chain free fatty acids, and cholesterol) form two lamellar phases with repeated distances of approximately 6 and 13 nm. Within the lamellae, the lipids are structured in semicrystalline lattices. The crystalline packing and the lamellar phases are also believed to be important for the skin barrier function. Besides the importance of SC for skin barrier function, other factors contributing to the same purpose are tight junctions (the junctions between keratinocytes in the stratum granulosum), skin-related immune factors, and hair follicle (sebaceous) gland secretions.

Permeability
Penetration through the SC may occur via different pathways: (1) the transappendagael route that includes the transport along sweat pores, hair follicles, and skin (sebaceous) glands; (2) the transcellular SC route; and (3) the paracellular SC route (see Figure 1). Due to the highly impermeable character of the cornified envelope, the transcellular route seems to be of minor importance when compared with the paracellular route. In the paracellular route, transport of substances may be facilitated by liquid domains created by the unsaturated moieties of the ceramides in the 13 nm lamellar phase. This results in the tortuous pathway alongside the corneocytes as suggested in Figure 1 (route a). Hydrophilic pore diameters range from >5 × 10^4 nm (sweat ducts) to 0.5–7.0 nm and 20–30 nm for inter-corneocyte pathways.

Diseased skin, however, is often characterized by a reduced barrier function as a consequence of altered tight junctions or changes in lipid composition and organization. Other skin damaging factors such as skin flexing motions, erosions, and ulcers may also facilitate the penetration of compounds that are normally unable to pass the skin barrier. This may lead to unwanted local and systemic reactions. As mentioned by Elder et al, this is particularly important for NPs smaller than 5 nm and influenced by surface coatings and particle’s geometry. Moreover, UVB induced disruption of the skin barrier may also lead to an increased epidermal permeability that is possibly associated to defective lipid lamellar layers in the SC. Liu et al also reported alterations in SC lamellar layers resulting from daily sun exposure. In a Chinese population, the SC integrity depended on gender and sun exposure dose. Finally, SC thickness partly determines a particle’s chance to reach viable skin cells. This thickness is different for different parts of the body and varies with age, gender, and skin type.

Light interaction
Various wavelengths of the solar spectrum interact differently with different skin parts. The depth of skin penetration is strongly dependent on the type and concentration of absorbing compounds. The visible and the long-wave part of UVA can penetrate deep into the dermis, while UVB and short-wave UVA only reach the upper dermal skin layer. A summary of skin optics has been given by van Gemert et al. It summarizes experimental absorption and scattering data in the UV-visible light range (260–800 nm) for SC, epidermis, and dermis, with the assumption that involved skin layers have equal refractive indices. Both the absorption and scattering coefficient appears to be higher for the SC than for the epidermis and dermis. Main chromophores of the horny layer affecting the absorption (of mostly 280–300 nm) are tryptophan, tyrosine, and urocanic acid. The course of absorption and scattering coefficient in the SC as a function of wavelength has been studied by Cheong et al. Both coefficients decline as the wavelength increases, the scattering coefficient linearly and the absorption coefficient exponentially. Optical skin parameters may, however, change when TiO2 NPs occupy the SC. Based on a skin model consisting of a corneal, epidermal, and dermal layer and 62 and 122 nm sized TiO2 particles in the SC, Krasnikov et al demonstrated that the presence of TiO2 NPs increased total corneal absorption and scattering coefficients for 310 and 400 nm UV irradiation.

Physicochemical characteristics of TiO2 and ZnO and their UV attenuation ability

TiO2 and ZnO
When addressing the application of TiO2 and ZnO NPs in sunscreens, it is important to consider the physicochemical properties of the TiO2 and ZnO pigments. TiO2 occurs naturally in three crystalline structures: rutile, anatase, and brokite. Rutile is the most common and stable form of this pigment. Important optical properties of this birefringent crystal are its refractive indices in the UV and
visible wavelength range. An average refractive index \((n)\) of 4.0 was reported for rutile polycrystalline and epitaxial films and 3.6 for the anatase films.\(^3\)\(^9\) The whiteness of TiO\(_2\) pigments is partly due to these high refractive indices. It is a semiconducting material with an electronic structure that is characterized by a number of bands of orbitals separated by an energy band gap for which there are no molecular orbitals (Figure 2). The molecular orbitals, closely spaced in energy (see the inset in Figure 2), result from an overlap of a large number of atomic orbitals and form a virtually continuous band. Light absorption that minimally equals the band gap between the valence (for TiO\(_2\), formed by the O-2p states) and conduction band (for TiO\(_2\), formed by the Ti-3d states) results in excitation of a valence band electron \((e^-)\) to the conduction band, leaving a hole in the valence band \((h^+)\) (see Figure 2). The valence band hole represents a highly localized electron vacancy in the semiconductor particle. Both \(e^-\) and \(h^+\) can reach the crystal’s surface and participate in redox reactions with absorbed substrates. For rutile bulk TiO\(_2\), the band gap energy is \(~3.03\) eV; while for bulk anatase TiO\(_2\), a value of \(~3.2\) eV has been determined.\(^3\)\(^9\) ZnO occurs naturally in the Earth’s crust, and it exists in two main crystalline forms: wurtzite and zinc-blende. The wurtzite structure is the most common and stable form. As regards the optical refractive indices, Sun and Kwok found by means of varying angle spectroscopic ellipsometry in the 375 to 900 nm range, values between approximately 2.3 and 2.0.\(^4\)\(^0\) Compared with TiO\(_2\), the whitening effect of ZnO is thus lower. ZnO is a wide-band, and in origin, n-type semiconducting material. Separate band gap energies of wurtzite and zinc-blende ZnO have been detected at 77 K. For wurtzite, this value was 3.22 eV, ie, 0.1 eV lower than for zinc-blende (3.32 eV).\(^4\)\(^1\)

The refractive indices of TiO\(_2\) and ZnO may change in case of TiO\(_2\)-ZnO nanocomposites. Irimpan et al measured for 532 nm increasing \(n\)-values with growing TiO\(_2\) percentage in various 8–10 nm TiO\(_2\)-ZnO mixtures.\(^4\)\(^2\) Under similar experimental conditions, presence of 5\% TiO\(_2\) increased the refractive index approximately seven times compared with that of ZnO alone. Moreover, the study of Krasnikov et al showed that various combinations of UV wavelengths and the presence (5\%) of 62 and 122 nm TiO\(_2\) particles in the SC increased its refractive index approximately 7\%.\(^3\)\(^6\) Consistent with the \(~3.1\) eV band gap width, visible light is not absorbed by TiO\(_2\) particles but effectively scattered and reflected while absorption occurs (apart from scattering) in the UV-range. The TiO\(_2\) valence band possesses many densely packed electron states that allow many absorption possibilities, as long as the energy absorption exceeds the band gap width. That is partly why TiO\(_2\) crystals absorb more in the UVB part while ZnO absorbs more UVA-1 radiation (see Figure 3), even though the ZnO band gap energy exceeds that of TiO\(_2\).\(^4\)\(^3\)

**Figure 2** Graphical representation of the band gap in a semiconducting material. The electronic structure of the semiconductor is characterized by bands that consist of orbitals. Bands are separated by gaps in the energy for which there are no orbitals. Upon light absorption of minimally the band gap energy, a valence band electron \((e^-)\) is excited to the conduction band leaving a hole in the valence band \((h^+)\).
A more detailed description of this band gap theory applied to TiO$_2$ and ZnO crystals is beyond the scope of this review but can be found in the papers by Vos and Krusemeyer and Muth et al.$^{44,45}$ In addition, Banerjee has published a clear overview of structural, optical and electrical properties of rutile and anatase TiO$_2$. $^{46}$

**TiO$_2$ and ZnO UV attenuation**

Microsized TiO$_2$ and ZnO have been used as particulate sunscreen ingredients (average size approximately 0.1–10.0 µm) for more than 15 years.$^{47}$ Various microsized anatase and rutile TiO$_2$ and wurtzite ZnO particles, coated and uncoated, have been utilized. The popularity of these inorganic white powders is due to a number of physicochemical properties described above. The UV attenuation results from both reflection and scattering of UV radiation and visible light (clarifying the opaqueness of these sunscreen formulations) and from UV absorption. UV attenuation properties of these two particles are complementary; TiO$_2$ being primarily a UVB absorbing compound, while ZnO is more efficient in UVA absorption. Apart from size-related optical particle properties, the ability of particles to attenuate UV radiation is determined by the surrounding medium.

When particles become smaller than 100 nm, novel optical characteristics emerge. In semiconducting NPs of sizes comparable to that of the exciton Bohr’s radius, the electronic energy levels can no longer be treated as continuous bands but must be interpreted as discrete energy levels. This influences band gap width and leads to a blue spectral shift of the absorption threshold. Pan et al, for example, have reported a blue shift of 0.15 eV for 4.7 nm TiO$_2$ compared with bulk material.$^{48}$ When particles become smaller than the optimal light scattering size (approximately half the wavelength) visible light is transmitted and the particles appear transparent. This solves the cosmetically undesired opaqueness of inorganic sunscreens and makes the application of NPs commercially attractive. ZnO particles of 200 nm or smaller are virtually transparent.$^{49}$ TiO$_2$ NPs profit from an enhancement in light absorption mediated by the large number of surface atoms. The reason for this is that in direct-forbidden gap semiconductors, such as TiO$_2$, direct electron transmissions are prohibited by crystal symmetry. Absorption is thus small but may be considerably enhanced when it takes place at the crystal’s surface. This absorption enhancement becomes important for particles of 20 nm or smaller.$^{46}$ Similarly, TiO$_2$ whiteness is displaced by transparency when particle sizes decrease to 10–20 nm. The particle size reduction thus decreases UVA absorption ability and shifts it to the UVB area.$^{50,51}$

Higher interfacial energy, however, also causes NPs to aggregate, which is partly determined by surrounding conditions like pH and ion strength.$^{16,52}$ This influences their size and, as shown by Kolar et al, the band gap width. The authors demonstrated a dependency of TiO$_2$ band gap energies on NP age in a colloidal suspension of quantum-sized particles and correlated this to the growing particle sizes. Up to 365 days, the band gap energy decreases with approximately 0.05 eV.$^{53}$ A smaller band gap decreases the amount of energy required to overcome the gap, corresponding to higher wavelengths. The mean size of TiO$_2$ and ZnO NPs in sunscreens may similarly change in the course of time,$^{54}$ resulting in loss of specific NP UV attenuation properties.

The Mie theory, the analytical solution of Maxwell’s equations for the scattering of electromagnetic waves, is often used to calculate relationships between UV attenuation efficacy and particle size. It is important to notice that the Mie theory is actually only applicable to larger (where particle size approximately equals the wavelength), single, spherical, isotropic particles that scatter light independently.$^{55,56}$ Micro- and nanosized sunscreen TiO$_2$ and ZnO particles are in reality nonspherical and behave anisotropically. Thiele and French indeed noticed difficulties when this theory was used to predict the optical properties of realistically shaped, anisotropic, rutile TiO$_2$ particles. To assess the problem, they used a finite element method producing rigorous solutions to Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic radiation interacting with arbitrary microstructures. The results thus obtained were compared with those of the Mie theory applied to spherical particles. For single, rutile particles (~200 nm in diameter), differences in scattering of 560 nm light remained within 5% (higher in case of Mie application). Interestingly, the study included the crowding effects in a system of two interacting rutile particles. In this case, the scattering coefficient was found to be 8% lower than that of single, spherical isolated...
particles. Like NP aggregation, this may be critical and could affect the particle’s attenuation properties. The authors of this paper would therefore stress the limitations of the Mie theory, when used without additional corrections, to predict the overall UV attenuation of sunscreen NPs.

**Effectiveness and safety of TiO₂ and ZnO NP sunscreen**

**Effectiveness**

As recommended by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the protection factor against UVA should be at least one-third of the overall sun protection factor. Apart from size-related optical properties of NPs in skin, sunscreen formulations can influence the sun protecting efficacy of the NPs. As microsized TiO₂ is the most effective in UVB and microsized ZnO in the UVA range, the combination of the two oxides assures the required broad band UV protection. The particle sizes that result, within human SC, in higher UV absorption and scattering and lower UV transmission improve the UV attenuation.

The size reduction of microsized ZnO and TiO₂ increases UVB absorption of both particles at the expense of UVA-1 absorption, and the UV protection becomes unbalanced. A solution to this problem could be a combination of various ZnO microsized particles (∼200 nm or smaller to maintain transparency) and nanosized TiO₂. Studies in this area reveal that further optimization results in the combination of two grades of ZnO particles (dispersed in cyclopentasiloxane or isononyl isononanoate) with slightly whitened 35 nm TiO₂ NPs that provide better UVB protection. To guarantee the recommended balanced UVA/UVB protection, ZnO dispersions should preferably contain small nanosized and large microsized particles. According to this research, aggregated ZnO particles of 130 nm rather than the 20 nm primary particles influence UVA-1 protection.

Papers focusing on NP size optimization in relation to UV attenuation are scarce, particularly when particle–particle, particle–skin, and skin–particle–light interactions are involved. These interactions are important since they affect the UV attenuation capacity of sunscreens. The studies of Popov et al have excellently addressed this topic. Interesting is their work describing the effect of TiO₂ NPs embedded in SC on UVA and UVB blocking efficacy. They used Monte Carlo-based simulations to evaluate the interactions of spherical 20–200 nm TiO₂ NPs in the SC with 400 and 310 nm radiations. Optical parameters like scattering and absorption coefficients for a medium partially filled with TiO₂ required as input for the simulations, were based on Mie calculations. Calculations included a scattering anisotropy factor, characterizing the scattering as fully forward, fully backward, or as isotropic or symmetrical scattering. When the reflection, transmission, and absorption in the upper and lower SC part (1 and 19 µm thick respectively) was taken into account, they showed that 62 and 122 nm particles are most effective in the attenuation of respectively 310 and 400 nm irradiation. In this way, they demonstrate that the incident UV radiation reaching living epidermal cells could be diminished by particle sizes that minimize transmission and maximize absorption and scattering of UV rays. Moreover, most of the particles occur in the 1 µm thick upper SC layer. This research nicely illustrates the complexity of the overall UV attenuation process mediated by skin, light, sun blocking particles, and their mutual interactions. One should, however, realize that models and simulations use approximations, like the spherical form of particles used here for particles that are in reality nonspherical.

**Safety**

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has recently classified TiO₂ as an IARC group 2B carcinogen, possibly carcinogenic to humans. The IARC conclusions are based on evidence showing that high concentrations of pigment-grade and ultrafine TiO₂ dust cause respiratory tract cancer in rats. The IARC considered the observations as relevant to humans since some biological events that cause lung cancers in the rats appear to be similar to those seen in humans working in a dusty environment. ZnO, on the other hand, is by the FDA “generally recognized as safe” when used as a UV filter according to cosmetics directives. Although both the US Environmental Protection Agency and the European Community (within the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical Substances law) have taken actions to manage NP risks, there are still no official safety regulations for NPs in particular.

That is why this paper discusses the toxicity of TiO₂ and ZnO NPs in the presence and absence of UV radiation. It also focuses on skin penetration characteristics and approaches that counter the risks of NP sunscreens, like NP coatings and sunscreen formulations. Obviously, the toxicological impact is only relevant if there are circumstances that make it possible for sunscreen particles to pass the skin barrier and enter viable skin layers.

Although not included in this review, it is important to realize that the growing production of TiO₂ and ZnO NP-based cosmetics also creates an increasing risk of human exposure to these NPs by other routes such as the respiratory and digestive tract.
Toxicity of TiO$_2$ and ZnO NPs

Cyto- and genotoxicity of TiO$_2$ and ZnO NPs is often associated with their photocatalytic activity. In particular, photo-induced reactions of TiO$_2$ have gained much attention and have proved to be useful in environmental applications like organic waste and waste water treatment processes.$^{63,64}$ Effects are predominantly mediated by formation of superoxide anion radicals (O$_2^-$) and hydroxyl radicals (OH) in the presence of light (see Figure 4). However, the production of singlet oxygen (1O$_2$) and H$_2$O$_2$ may play a role as well.$^{65}$

The free radical generation can be measured directly by means of electron spin resonance (ESR) or indirectly by detection of photo-induced cellular damage in cell toxicity tests. As described by Uchino et al and Sayes et al, anatase TiO$_2$ generally displays the highest photoactivity.$^{66,67}$ Uchino et al reported a higher 'OH production (starting at 10 µg mL$^{-1}$, 180 mJ cm$^{-2}$ of 365 nm) for UV-irradiated anatase compared with rutile TiO$_2$ particles; this was accompanied by higher cytotoxicity towards Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Higher anatase phototoxicity was also observed by Sayes et al, who measured the photodegradation (356 nm, 12 J cm$^{-2}$) of aqueous Congo red in the presence of 10 nm spherical particles (153 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$). However, the authors needed 1 g L$^{-1}$ nano-TiO$_2$ to produce a measurable photo-effect. Differences in the results may be caused by unsuitability of current toxicity tests for NPs, even though the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development has indicated that common toxicity tests are applicable to NPs as well. Monteiro-Riviere et al confirmed the occurrence of invalid test results based on NP-dye interactions and showed that the results strongly depended on these interactions.$^{68}$ Variations in physicochemical particle characteristics resulting from differences in handling the particles may also play a role in the toxicity issue.

Compared with TiO$_2$, ZnO appeared to be less photo-reactive but may display, unlike TiO$_2$, instability during irradiation.$^{69}$ Mahalakshmi et al investigated the photocatalytic (254 nm) degradation of carbofuran (2,3-dihydro-2,2-dimethylbenzofuran-7-yl methylcarbamate) in an aqueous solution using Degussa p-25 (70% anatase, 30% rutile [Degussa Chemical, Germany]) TiO$_2$ and 0.1–0.4 µm ZnO.$^{70}$ In this study, an increased surface reactivity of the smaller TiO$_2$ particles may have partly contributed to observed higher photoactivity. Lower ZnO NP photoreactivity was also shown by Mitchnick et al.$^{49}$ The photoreactivity was tested (500 W mercury arc lamp, 10–30 J cm$^{-2}$) with dimethicone and silica-coated and uncoated ZnO and TiO$_2$ particles by determining the isopropanol oxidation rate. Interestingly, high oxidation rates were found not only for the uncoated particles but for all coated TiO$_2$ particles as well. Silica coating provided ~20% higher protection. In case of ZnO, extremely low oxidation rates were found for coated and uncoated particles. Unfortunately, precise data on irradiation conditions and dose metrics were lacking.

Results concerning the photo-induced TiO$_2$ and ZnO genotoxicity vary largely.$^{71–73}$ Hirakawa et al unraveled the mechanism of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage after the irradiation of 50–300 nm rutile and anatase TiO$_2$ NPs. Although the authors used isolated DNA fragments, the results showed that the DNA damaging effects (highest for anatase particles) were mediated at concentration

\[ TiO_2 + O_2 \overset{hv}{\longrightarrow} TiO_2^+ + O_2^- \]  

\[ H_2O \overset{TiO_2}{\longrightarrow} H^+ + e^- + \cdot OH \]  

Figure 4 Superoxide anion radical (O$_2^-$), equation (1) and hydroxyl radical (\(\cdot\)OH), equation (2) formation resulting from the photo-excitation of TiO$_2$. An electron transfer from photo-excited TiO$_2$ to molecular oxygen leads to production of the superoxide anion radical. Hydroxyl radicals can be formed by electron release from water catalyzed by photo-excited TiO$_2$. By reoxidation of the Ti$^{2+}$ ions back to Ti$^{4+}$ ions, the process can start again. Similar generation of superoxide anion and hydroxyl radicals occurs in the case of ZnO.
4–16 µg mL\(^{-1}\) combined with 10 J cm\(^{-2}\) UVA-1 (365 nm) through \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) rather than •OH production. On the other hand, a lacking photo-clastogenicity in CHO cells has been reported by Theogaraj et al, who used 14–22 nm coated and uncoated TiO\(_2\) NPs up to 5000 µg mL\(^{-1}\). In this study 0.75 J cm\(^{-2}\) UV radiation (>290 nm) was utilized but no UV-induced chromosomal aberrations could be detected.\(^{72}\) For uncoated ZnO particles (<200 nm), Dufour et al showed a slight increase in genotoxic potential under in-vitro (CHO cells) photo-clastogenicity test conditions.\(^{73}\) Toxic effects were found when a dose of 0.35 and 0.70 J cm\(^{-2}\) UV (wavelength not given) was applied in combination with 105–320 µg mL\(^{-1}\) ZnO. As rightly pointed out by the authors, it is important to discriminate between UV- and NP-induced toxic effects.

In the majority of the mentioned studies, the NPs have been properly characterized; however, no attempt has been made to structure and correlate obtained toxicity data to specific NP physicochemical characteristics.

Intrinsic cyto- and genotoxicity of both TiO\(_2\) and ZnO NPs (<100 nm) has been frequently reported.\(^{74–78}\) The authors of this present paper wish to highlight the review of Menard et al on in-vivo ecotoxicity of TiO\(_2\) NPs.\(^{77}\) Regarding the still growing TiO\(_2\) nanotechnology applications, the collected data could be of considerable importance. The authors focused on the correlation of physicochemical NP characteristics to biological reactivity, mechanisms of TiO\(_2\) toxicity, and on long-term exposures. They confirmed that the particle’s size, shape, and surface chemistry were important determinants of toxicity. The authors also noticed the relevance of secondary particle sizes regarding toxicity responses, but they admitted that the proof for this was still insufficient. Precise knowledge of the mechanisms responsible for TiO\(_2\) and ZnO NP toxicity is largely unknown. However, the generation of ROS could be involved even in the absence of UV radiation.\(^{67,79}\) Of particular importance are repeated examples of increased (approximately 25%) toxic effects in case of longer (up to several weeks) contact with TiO\(_2\) NPs. This was reported in case of fresh water invertebrates (Daphnia magna and Ceriodaphnia dubia)\(^{80,81}\) and vertebrates (Pimephales promelas).\(^{51}\) The importance of longer exposure times in toxicological studies is underlined by Kocbek et al.\(^{82}\) Their study showed that partially soluble ZnO particles stimulated the ROS production inside keratinocytes more than did insoluble TiO\(_2\). Accordingly, keratinocyte viability was reduced by ZnO above a concentration of 15 µg mL\(^{-1}\) but not by TiO\(_2\). After 3 months, both NPs were found to be present in an aggregated state within the cell cytoplasm, causing altered cell morphology and loss of mitochondrial activity.

### Skin penetration

Skin penetration studies, focusing mainly on TiO\(_2\) and ZnO NPs, have been regularly reviewed.\(^{16,83,84}\) This review will highlight some essential results and focus on human skin penetration studies that have used original particle sizes smaller than 100 nm in long-term applications of sunscreen formulations.

Although in-vitro animal skin penetration studies mainly report TiO\(_2\) and ZnO NP localization within the SC and/or hair follicles, some in-vivo studies have detected the NPs in viable skin layers.\(^{85,86}\) Sadrieh et al, for instance, showed that repeated application of 5% TiO\(_2\) (uncoated and coated particles, ~20–500 nm) sunscreen formulations on the skin of Yucatan mini-pigs led to detectable levels of the particles in the dermis. It was unclear whether the presence of NPs in the dermal part of the skin resulted from viable skin penetration or from their presence in the hair follicles. The study of Wu et al showed the importance of longer in-vivo exposure times. Their in-vitro porcine skin penetration studies revealed no TiO\(_2\) NP penetration, but in-vivo experiments with hairless mice resulted after 30 days penetration of 4 and 60 nm particles (5% TiO\(_2\) in carbolpol 940, triethanolamine and demineralized water) into deeper viable epidermal layers. After another 30 days, the particles were allocated in various tissues such as lung (12–18 µg g\(^{-1}\) Degussa P-25), brain (10–15 µg g\(^{-1}\) Degussa P-25) and spleen (22–30 µg g\(^{-1}\)10 nm particles). It should be noted that the ability of TiO\(_2\) particles to cross the blood–brain barrier had been previously published.\(^{87}\)

For the sake of convenience, Tables 1 and 2, respectively, provide an overview of human in-vitro\(^{88–94}\) and in-vivo\(^{57,58,88,92–99}\) skin penetration studies, but this discussion is restricted to physicochemical aspects and long-term studies. The publications that have not mentioned particle sizes or that investigated primary sizes larger than 100 nm are not included.\(^{100–107}\)

Generally, higher toxic potential of TiO\(_2\) when compared with ZnO has, obviously, led to increased scientific awareness regarding the skin and TiO\(_2\) interactions but relating physicochemical NP, formulation, and penetration characteristics remains undetermined. Although there is a growing interest in the application of sunscreens, complete specifications of commercial products are mostly unknown. In addition, different ways of applications hinder a mutual comparison of study results. Different skin freezing modalities can influence effects to be measured. As described by Pallon et al, the highest possible freezing speed, in liquid propane cooled with liquid nitrogen, is to be preferred in case of thin human skin samples.\(^{102}\)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>Physicochemical characteristics</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Skin penetration characteristics</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZnO, 12–30 nm</td>
<td>Preserved in phenoxyethanol, hydroxybenzoates and suspended in caprylic capric triglycerides</td>
<td>Commercial Dr Lewinns' sunblocking special formulation</td>
<td>Excised abdominal or breast skin exposed to 6 mg cm(^{-2}) for 0, 4 and 24 h</td>
<td>No penetration ZnO particles across the SC (EDX(^a), MPM(^b) and SEM(^c))</td>
<td>Direct imaging</td>
<td>Zvyagin AV, et al(^88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TiO(_2) Primary size estimated: 12–60 nm</td>
<td>Commerically available sunscreen, hydrophobic particle emulsion (Anthelios XL SPF 60, La Roche), Hydrophobic basisgel</td>
<td>Non-occlusive application of 2 mg cm(^{-2}) for 2 h</td>
<td>Identification TiO(_2) on the SC surface and in deeper skin layers via HRTEM(^d) and ion microscopy</td>
<td>No detailed information available on the chemical composition of the commercial formulation; particle size estimations were based on HRTEM(^d) and EDX(^a)</td>
<td>No relevant NP–formulation interactions observed</td>
<td>Gontier E, et al(^92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TiO(_2) Coated and uncoated, disc-like, width: 20 nm length: 100 nm</td>
<td>Commerically available sunscreen, hydrophobic particle emulsion (Anthelios XL SPF 60, La Roche), Hydrophobic basisgel</td>
<td>Non-occlusive application of a 5% TiO(_2) formulation (2 mg cm(^{-2})) to human (dorsal) normal and to psoriatic human skin biopsies for 0.5 to 48 h</td>
<td>Normal skin: TiO(_2) penetration into the upper 3–5 coneocyte layers close to the stratum granulosum but not in the stratum spinosum and in hair follicles entry and deeper parts (HRTEM, AFM(^e), S-SIMS(^f), RBS(^g))</td>
<td>Skin samples were frozen until use (–20°C)</td>
<td>Samples shock-frozen in isopentane with liquid nitrogen</td>
<td>NanoDerm(^93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TiO(_2) 20 nm in diameter, hydrophobically coated with trimethylolysilane and 8% methylene bis-benzotiazoyl tetrathylbutylphenol</td>
<td>Dispersed in decylglucoside</td>
<td>Application of 2 mg cm(^{-2}) to abdominal (3 different donors) and face (1 donor) skin (5 h)</td>
<td>Assessed by tape-stripping, TEM(^h) and micro-PiXE(^i), 83% of applied TiO(_2) detected in SC (15 stripplings), 5% in other epidermal layers and –0.1% in dermis Total recovery of applied dose: 90%</td>
<td>Skin samples were frozen until use (–20°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mavon A, et al(^94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TiO(_2) Rutile, coated, width: 20 nm length: 100 nm</td>
<td>Eusolex T-2000 Hydrophobic formulation</td>
<td>Non-occlusive application of a 5% TiO(_2) formulation (2 mg cm(^{-2})) to human (dorsal) normal and to psoriatic human skin biopsies, 0.5 to 48 h</td>
<td>Particles detected in biopsies, 400 μm in hair follicles but not in viable skin parts or sebaceous glands (RBS(^j), PiXE, STIM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lekki J, et al(^91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Formulation</td>
<td>Skin penetration characteristics</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>1. Dispersion in 60 wt% NPs in caprylic triglyceride</td>
<td>Donated female skin used for preparation of epidermal membranes for diffusion studies: 10 µg cm⁻², 24 h</td>
<td>Penetration in the acceptor phase over 24 h of 0.09 µg cm⁻² for untreated epidermal membranes, 0.22 µg cm⁻² for placebo cream and equal values in case of formulation 1 and 2 (inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, TEMh)</td>
<td>The 0.09 µg cm⁻² could be from the endogenous epidermal Zn²⁺ content of ∼60 µg g⁻¹ (dry weight)</td>
<td>Cross SE, et al⁹⁰</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Oil-water sunscreen emulsion with 20 wt% NPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Oil-water sunscreen emulsion without NPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coated with polymethylsilsesquioxane (siliconeate-based)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>Incorporation of the oxides into the external phase of a w/o emulsion (11% TiO₂ and 2.5% ZnO)</td>
<td>Abdominal skin from plastic surgery Application of 1 mg cm⁻² Application time was not mentioned</td>
<td>TiO₂ particles kept their tiny round crystal structure. ZnO particles showed various shapes but mostly platelet-like with average length/width ratio of 203 SC covered by a crystalline layer (TEMh)</td>
<td>Direct morphological investigation of the particles within skin: Anatase and rutile TiO₂ identified with X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>Dussert AS, et al⁹⁰</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal TiO₂ dispersion was obtained by predispersion of the particles into a part of the oily phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean size 117 nm, Round, oblong or disc-shaped particles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: aEDX: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; bMPM: Multiphoton microscopy; cSEM: Scanning electron microscopy; dHRTEM: High resolution transmission electron microscope; eAFM: Atomic force microscopy; fS-SIMS: Static secondary ion mass spectrometry; gRBS: Rutherford backscattering spectrometry; hTEM: Transmission microscopy; iMicro-PiXE: Particle induced X-ray emission; jSTiM: Scanning transmission ion microscopy; kBrunauer, Emmett and Teller.
Table 1 shows that investigated NPs can penetrate from the formulation into the deepest human SC layer close to viable epidermal cells but generally remain in the upper part. The Nanoderm Project studies (Table 1, no. 3 and 5) reveal that deeper penetration of differently formulated TiO\textsubscript{2} is seen in case of an impaired skin barrier, for instance in psoriatic skin. However, NPs could not be detected in the viable skin parts and were mostly found at a depth of up to 400 \( \mu \)m in hair follicles. Important focus in this project regards the choice, availability, and sensitivity of technical NP-skin detection possibilities. For instance, the study of Gontier et al (Table 1, no. 2) mentioned skin-related differences with high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and nuclear microscopic imaging. Individual corneocyte layers of approximately 1 \( \mu \)m thick are, contrary to HRTEM, not resolved in nuclear microscopy images. Different skin sources displaying different spacing between corneocyte layers can thus lead to different observations of NP penetration patterns. Following the NPs’ agglomeration state from raw material and formulation to skin is also important and in practice determined by available techniques. This is significant in relation to the loss of the unique NP physicochemical properties, change in optimal UV absorption and scattering balance and, eventually, in attenuation efficacy. Dussert et al (Table 1, no. 7) indeed studied morphological aspects of TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZnO ingredients from raw material up to skin exposed to the final particle formulation. They demonstrated packed ZnO disc- and oblong-shaped particles in the raw material, larger ZnO crystals among tiny TiO\textsubscript{2} crystallites in the formulation, and a thick crystalline layer on the top of the SC after skin application.

In-vivo studies (Table 2) focus especially on effects of longer exposures and an impaired skin barrier. The research of Szikszai et al (Table 2, no. 1), for example, studied the skin of atopic dermatitis patients after 2 weeks of exposure to a hydrophobic ZnO commercial emulsion. Despite the altered skin barrier, present in these patients, ZnO particles of \(-80\) nm were only sporadically seen in the viable stratum spinosum and mostly found in the SC. However, as described in this paper, the long-term contact of the particles with adjacent stratum spinosum cells may facilitate uptake into this viable skin part. In the study of Gulson et al (Table 2, no. 2), age, gender, and skin type were investigated in relation to dermal absorption of well characterized uncoated \( ^{68} \)ZnO NPs after 5 days exposure. Sensitive detection of radioactive \( ^{68} \)Zn demonstrated increased radioactivity in urine and blood samples. The blood concentrations were small (\( \sim 1/100000 \)th of the total blood Zn) but reported to increase continuously beyond the 5 days of exposure. Although this method provides no information on the particle type or form that is absorbed, it does distinguish sunscreen Zn from endogenous Zn. It may therefore complement common detection methods. Interestingly, in-vivo cutaneous absorption from topically applied ZnO (40\% ZnO ointment) has, in another context, been reported before.\textsuperscript{101} Similarly, the study of Filipe et al (Table 2, no. 3) showed higher epidermal penetration values for ZnO compared with TiO\textsubscript{2} particles.

**Approaches to counter the risks of NP sunscreens**

Important means to counter the risks of NP sunscreens are the type of TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZnO NP coating and formulation in sunscreen products. In the formulations, suitable carrier systems should be developed to prevent NP aggregation, enhance sunscreen photostability, and increase sunscreen efficacy but not the cutaneous permeability. Some surfactant properties of NP formulations may cause alterations of skin barrier function.\textsuperscript{108,109} This topic is significant since sunscreens are usually applied to large skin areas. A small percentage of NPs crossing the skin barrier may result in high systemic NP concentrations.\textsuperscript{110} Formulations can also enhance NP aggregation in the course of time or even during their manufacturing.\textsuperscript{16,56} This may negatively influence the particle’s skin penetration potential. Wokovich et al reported, however, that formulation processes did not affect TiO\textsubscript{2} NP size.\textsuperscript{111}

Conventional sun protection products, including the physical sun blockers, are mostly based on oil–water and water–oil emulsions or emulsified dispersions of particles like TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZnO.\textsuperscript{112} Emulsions are generally unstable, often change from water–oil to oil–water or break down during application on the skin, and may increase the cutaneous permeability.\textsuperscript{113} It has been demonstrated that sunscreen TiO\textsubscript{2} particles penetrate deeper into human skin from an oily than from an aqueous dispersion.\textsuperscript{114} In line with these findings the authors suggest that sunscreen formulations should incorporate UV blocking minerals well dispersed into the aqueous phase. Current sunscreens include solid lipid NPs (SLN), nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC), and microsphere delivery systems as carriers.\textsuperscript{110,112} The latter consists of a system of highly cross-linked, porous, polymeric microspheres that can be loaded with various ingredients and released when applied to skin.\textsuperscript{115} Unlike emulsions and SLN systems, the microsphere system appears to be stable, compatible with conventional creams and lotions, and is cost-effective. SLN and NLC systems, on the other hand, have the advantage that they act as UV blocking agents themselves.
Table 2 TiO$_2$ and/or ZnO nanoparticle (NP, < 100 nm) in vivo human skin penetration studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Skin and exposure characteristics</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>Hydrophobic emulsion, 20% ZnO NPs (Z-COTE, BASF)</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis affected inner arm areas (2 patients) exposed 2 days and 2 weeks</td>
<td>Penetration deeply into SC, but not deep into the stratum spinosum Average concentration after 2 weeks in SC: 76000 μg g$^{-1}$ - stratum spinosum: 75 μg g$^{-1}$ (STIM) Dermal absorption of applied 68Zn (blood and urine samples from all subjects exhibited a small increase in 68Zn) Use of a sensitive detection method. 68Zn radioactivity It is unknown whether 68Zn is absorbed as ZnO particles or as soluble Zn or both</td>
<td>Prior to nuclear microprobe investigations, tissue samples were frozen ($-70^\circ$C)</td>
<td>Szikszai Z, et al$^{95}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$^{68}$ZnO</td>
<td>20% w/w ZnO in oil-water commercial sunscreen formulation</td>
<td>5 consecutive days exposure, ~4.5 mg cm$^{-2}$, twice daily, early March 2009 on skin uncovered by garment (11 persons of known age, gender and skin type)</td>
<td>Skin biopsies were frozen (~80°C) prior to electron and nuclear microscopic and X-ray examinations In tape-stripped skin TiO$_2$ could not be detected while ZnO concentrations measured less than 24 μmol g$^{-1}$dw</td>
<td>Use of a sensitive detection method. $^{68}$ZnO radioactivity It is unknown whether $^{68}$Zn is absorbed as ZnO particles or as soluble Zn or both</td>
<td>Gulson B, et al$^{97}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>All based on hydrophobic gels: TiA: Only rutile needle-shaped TiO$_2$ TiB: rutile needle-shaped TiO$_2$ + ZnO TiHB: needle-shaped, coated TiO$_2$</td>
<td>TiA, TiHB: applied to normal skin of 8 individuals (2 h, 0.50–1.0 mg cm$^{-2}$) TiB: applied to normal skin of 9 individuals (2 h, 0.50–1.0 mg cm$^{-2}$) Similar applications to tape-stripped skin (use of occlusive patches), 10 individuals Application time: 48 h</td>
<td>Highest SC concentrations: TiA: TiB, TiHB: &lt; 0.5 μmol g$^{-1}$dw TiO$_2$, 10 μm depth ~4.5 μmol g$^{-1}$dw ZnO</td>
<td>Skin biopsies were frozen (~80°C) prior to electron and nuclear microscopic and X-ray examinations In tape-stripped skin TiO$_2$ could not be detected while ZnO concentrations measured less than 24 μmol g$^{-1}$dw</td>
<td>Filipe P, et al$^{98}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ZnO, 12–30 nm</td>
<td>Preserved in phenoxethanol, hydroxybenzoates and suspended in caprylic capric triglycerides Commercial Dr Lewins' sunblocking special formulation</td>
<td>Skin exposure (6 mg cm$^{-2}$, commercial formulation) of 2 Caucasian males, 1 Indian male, 1 Chinese female up to 24 h</td>
<td>ZnO particles found in SC, skin folds and hair follicle roots (EDX$^a$, MPM$^b$ and SEM$^c$)</td>
<td>Treated areas were, immediately, noninvasively imaged using a multiphoton imaging system at 4 and at 24 h after topical application</td>
<td>Zvyagin AV, et al$^{99}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Commercially available sunscreen, hydrophobic particle emulsion (Anthelios XL SPF 60, La Roche), hydrophobic bastigel</td>
<td>Occlusive application of 2 mg cm$^{-2}$ for 24 h to human grafted skin in an immuno-deficient mouse model</td>
<td>Identification TiO$_2$ particles attached to cornocyte layers, but not in the stratum granulosum (HRTEM$^e$ and ion microscopy)</td>
<td>No detailed information available on the chemical composition of the commercial formulation; particle size estimations were based on HRTEM$^e$ and EDX$^f$</td>
<td>Gontier E, et al$^{100}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>Coated and uncoated, disc-like, width: 20 nm, length: 100 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td>Commercially available sunscreen, hydrophobic particle emulsion (Anthelios XL SPF 60, La Roche), hydrophobic basisgel in decyl glucoside</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td>Application of -60 μg cm⁻² to the upper arm of 3 healthy female volunteers (-28 year), for 5 h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td>Sunscreen formulation based on an oil water emulsion (L'Oréal) with UV-Titan M160 Anthelios XL F60 (La Roche)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td>Coated and uncoated, disc-like, width: 20 nm, length: 100 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td>Formulations either in the water or in the oil phase (1: T 805 2: Eusolex T-2000 3: Tioveil AQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td>Oil-in-water emulsion differing only in the type of TiO₂ (1: T 805 2: Eusolex T-2000 3: Tioveil AQ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- STIM: Scanning transmission ion microscopy; EDX: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; MPM: Multiphoton microscopy; SEM: Scanning electronmicroscopy; HRTEM: High resolution transmission electron microscope; AFM: Atomic force microscopy; SIMS: Static secondary ion mass spectrometry; RBS: Rutherford backscattering spectrometry; TEM: Transmission microscopy; Micro-PIXE: Particle induced X-ray emission.
and therefore display a synergistic sun-protective effect with TiO₂ and ZnO NPs.¹¹²,¹¹⁶

There is not much information available on (photo-induced) NP-formulation interactions. However, the NanoDerm project included particular information on formulation-(coated and uncoated) TiO₂ particle interactions.⁹³ According to the project report, there is no evidence for a particle-gel interaction in the presence and absence of UV radiation. No alterations could be detected in carbomergel, polyacrylategel, hydrophobic basigel, isopropylmyristategel, micromulsion, and liposome formulation ingredients.

The photoactivity of the particles can be influenced by their surface characteristics.¹¹⁷ Coatings are applied to prevent adverse effects mediated by photocatalytic redox reactions at the NPs’ surface, including the degradation of organic formulation components by produced ROS.¹¹⁸ As a result of coating, the particle is completely isolated from the surrounding medium, like skin and carrier system, and NP–skin interactions are minimized.

Commonly used sunscreen NP coatings that do not affect UV attenuation comprise silica, aluminium oxide, aluminium hydroxide, methicone, and poly(methacrylic acid).¹⁶,¹¹⁹ These materials function by capturing reactive radicals or inhibiting their formation by preventing contact between TiO₂ surface, oxygen, and water. The coating, however, doesn’t guarantee the absence of photocatalytic activity. Publications regarding the role and efficacy of coatings used on sunscreen NPs are limited but remarkable.¹²⁰,¹²¹ Carlotti et al studied commercially available, differently coated and uncoated TiO₂ NPs. Their formulations contained rutile or anatase particles or a combination of both forms, characterized as spherical or needle like particles with a primary size of 15–100 nm. To assess the production of ROS, they used UVB-induced porcine skin lipoperoxidation and ESR-spectroscopy to measure the trapping of generated free radicals. Maxlightᵀᴹ F-TS20 (Showa Denko, Tokyo, Japan) (rutile, SiO₂-coated), TEGO® Sun TS Plus (80% anatase, 20% rutile, SiO₂- and trymethoxy-caprylylsilane-coated [Degussa, Vicenza, Italy]) and T-Lite® SF-S (BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany) (rutile, Al(OH)₃- and SiO₂-coated) showed approximately equal protection.

On the other hand, two other coated particle compositions, T-Lite SF (rutile, Al(OH)₃-coated) and PW Cosvalis S-1 (80% anatase, 20% rutile, trymethoxycaprylylsilane-coated [LCM Trading S.p.A, Sesto S. Giovanni, Italy]) induced significant peroxidation. For PW Cosvalis S-1, this was comparable to that induced by uncoated Aerioxide® P 25 (80% anatase, 20% rutile [Degussa, Vicenza, Italy]) particles. Accordingly, ESR spectra showed only a weak signal for the inactive TEGO Sun TS Plus and intense signals for PW Cosvalis S-1 and Aerioxide P 25. The results reflect the higher photocatalytic activity of anatase compared with rutile TiO₂ and emphasize the importance of the type of coating. According to this study, silica appears to be more efficient and stable. The study of Yin and Casey used ~30 nm ZnO NPs to investigate the composition of several surface coatings.¹²¹ They correlated surface chemical characteristics to ROS production (fluorometric assay of intracellular 2,7-di-chlorofluorescein diacetate oxidation), cytotoxicity (MTT-assay) and genotoxicity (cytokinesis-block micronucleus cytome assay). In general, NPs coated with cell culture medium or poly(methacrylic acid) displayed less cytotoxicity than uncoated ZnO. However, WIL2-NS human lymphoblastoid cell viability decreased quickly after 24 hours at 50 mg L⁻¹. These results resembled those found for uncoated particles. Reduction in cytotoxicity and ROS production was lower for oleic acid-coated particles but still higher than that found for uncoated ZnO. Genotoxicity, however, was higher for poly(methacrylic acid)-coated ZnO compared with uncoated and oleic acid-coated particles. Noteworthy in this study is the identification of NP surface characteristics, determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, as important factors in cyto- and genotoxicity induction.

As suggested by Livraghi et al and Wakefield et al, it is important to continue exploring the methods that can repress the production of ROS by sunscreen NPs, rather than reducing their effects.¹²²,¹²³

To further minimize the risks associated with the use of NPs in sunscreens, NP skin penetration and toxicity test guidelines should be improved and standardized. In addition, the TiO₂ and ZnO NP physicochemical characteristics that promote skin penetration into viable skin layers must be recognized.

**Conclusion**

Given the growing commercial and scientific interest in the use of nanosized TiO₂ and ZnO in sunscreens, this paper highlights the effectiveness and safety of NP sunscreen formulations. Investigations, however, that focus on the sizes of these particles in relation to the 3:1 UVB to UVA protection as required by the FDA are rare and predominantly reserved to commercial tracts. In noncommercial research of sunscreens that contain NPs, the subject of safety mainly concerns skin penetration studies. Safety and effectiveness of NP sunscreens, however, are also determined by physicochemical properties of the NPs, coatings, formulations, and skin, the interaction of these components with UV-radiation, and their mutual interactions. Currently, however, lack of
full physicochemical characterization of commercial NP sunscreens largely obstructs this study design.

The replacement of microsized TiO₂ and ZnO particles by NPs ensures the cosmetically desired sunscreen transparency, but at the expense of broad UVA protection. Utilization of micro- and nanosized (20–200 nm) ZnO dispersions combined with nanosized ~20–35 nm TiO₂ particles may improve this situation. Skin exposure to the NP sunscreens leads to incorporation of TiO₂ and ZnO NPs into the deepest SC layers and in the hair follicles that may serve as long-term reservoirs. Within skin, NP aggregation, particle–skin and skin–particle-light physicochemical interactions influence the overall UV attenuation efficacy, a complex process that is still underexposed. In the presence of but even in the absence of light, the production of ROS can lead to cyto- and genotoxicity. Anatase TiO₂ displays the highest photocatalytic activity when compared with rutile TiO₂ and ZnO NPs. Coating the NPs does reduce the toxic effects, especially when silica-based coatings are used, but cannot completely prevent these effects. Sunscreen (particularly ZnO) NPs have only sporadically been observed, in low concentrations, in viable skin layers and especially in case of long-term exposures. TiO₂, however, has currently attracted more scientific attention than ZnO. Development of NP sunscreens still requires care that can be better guaranteed by a close collaboration between scientific institutions and sunscreen-producing companies. To minimize the risks and optimize the efficacy of NP sunscreens, further research should emphasize subchronic (sunburned) human skin exposures and (photo-) stabilization and size-optimization of sunscreen NPs. In addition, preventing the production of ROS rather than quenching their effects is to be preferred.
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